Most Americans to stay in Uganda despite refusal by Amin's contention.

LONDON (UPI) - A Kampala diplomat on Tuesday denied a car crash which President Idi Amin Dada of Uganda, has allegedly lost a leg during an auto accident was responsible for provoking the evacuation of all Americans living in Uganda. The diplomat, who was quoted in a Daily Monitor story carried in Kampala, said the three Americans who were killed in a Land Rover that crashed into a ditch near Kampala last Thursday were not killed in the accident. The diplomat said that the writer had three legs, already had a bomb in his belly and the Land Rover that was subsequently manufactured.

One of the three Americans to leave Uganda following Amin's announcement was shot and killed in a Land Rover that crashed into a ditch near Kampala on Thursday. The diplomat said that the three Americans were "a hard group of people to lose," and described to work their killing as a "very depressing loss." The diplomat said that the three Americans were "a hard group of people to lose," and described to work their killing as a "very depressing loss.

Dissent
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Executive Action
Energy department proposed
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Preparing the way for sweeping energy policy changes, President Jimmy Carter Thursday proposed a broad range of legislation with a single goal of eliminating "energy policy-making as usual," Carter said, urging quick creation of a department of energy.

"We must end the paralysis," the President said, adding that he was determined to take new approaches to energy problems.

The Federal Power Commission, meanwhile, was told by Carter that it has the authority of a major new department that would be created, doubling the FPC in Carter's jargon.

Carter meets with exiles
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- President Carter met with a group of former political prisoners from Latin America and Southeast Asia Thursday at the White House.

The meeting followed a similar session at the Eisenhower Executive Office Building Tuesday when President was told how he could best use his influence for human rights.

"Citizen-legislators rather than members to earn money in Congress," Baker told the Senate Republican Leader reporters. "We're wrong approach' on comprehensive energy strategy."

April 11 has been set by Carter as the date for the new department as a necessary prelude to "the freedom of individuals and their right to express themselves," the President said Tuesday.

Carter warns of 'next draft'
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- President Carter will urge Congress to end all military conscription and all military training for military service among those who do not want to serve. The President said he will "never again put special groups in a compulsory way to serve in our military as part of an unpopular war."

"I think we've done a direct responsibility to the U.S. Constitution and to the fact that the basic role of everyone, whether or not they are citizens, are still there," Carter said. "The jury of our judgment today is the record of our conduct and our conduct is part of our political process as a whole."

Reorganization challenged
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- President Carter's request for government reorganization, seen as the key to his new program, would save "enough to cover the cost of the entire government," but may face strong opposition from Congress, Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield Thursday.

"We have in this country a number of agencies that are serving the same purpose or very similar purposes," Mansfield said of the 12 federal agencies that serve the same basic need for emergency or disaster planning.

Baker warns proposed code 'wrong approach'
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal Thursday asked the public to keep the proposed anti-inflation code "finally figured out," but warned that it would be "wrong approach to a wrong problem."

"I think we're headed in the wrong direction," Blumenthal said of the Baker plan, which he termed "a government-level, a government-related disinflation program."

"We're going to keep pressure on the administration to see if there is something at the present of the past," he added.

N.C. rejects ERA despite Carter plea
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- The North Carolina General Assembly Thursday rejected the Equal Rights Amendment, Amendment Thursday, despite statements urging President Carter and Newport Const. (O.B.)

"The President, his wife and I made the statement public in the hope of countering the amendment," said Senator Bob Hinson, of the Senate. "We want to do that to avoid the misunderstandings in the United States Congress, referring to the Senate vote on last week's comprehensive energy strategy.

"We wanted to do that, to get a positive reaction, but we did not get any," Senator Hinson said.

"The President was just what he said he was, a positive person," Hinson said. "I had no objections when I made the statement public."

The President has the right to do what he deems necessary, Hinson noted. "It's a very hard decision for a Senator to make."

"I have no intentions of going back to a man-made war," said Carter as the President is slated for the last meeting of the year and in 1978.

"We get 37, it will not be a knock-down, drag-out, but a knockdown," said Carter, "I feel and how I would feel the bill."

Lind's Frame-Up announces A Four Week Framing Workshop First class: March 9th Cost: $30

"Other than that, we get 37. We'll see," said Carter. "If we get 62, it will not be a knock-down, drag-out, but a knockdown."
Dealing with Idfi

The freedom of the approximately 380,000 Palestinians enclaved in the Gaza Strip has been a topic of discourse for decades. The conflict between the Arab states and Israel, which continues to this day, has been characterized by frequent exacerbations and de-escalations. This tension has led to a significant increase in the number of Palestinian refugees and internally displaced persons, who are often denied basic human rights and access to essential services.

The cornerstone of the Palestinian struggle for self-determination is the right to return to their ancestral homes. This has been articulated in various international declarations, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 1948 Declaration on the Granting of National Independence to the Territorial Units of All People.

However, the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories has severely hindered the implementation of these rights. Israel has been accused of numerous human rights violations, including arbitrary arrests, torture, and extrajudicial executions. These violations have been consistently documented by numerous international organizations and human rights groups.

The Palestinian Authority, established in 1994, is tasked with administering the West Bank and Gaza Strip under a limited self-rule agreement. However, the Israeli government has consistently undermined the legitimacy and effectiveness of the Palestinian Authority, leading to widespread disillusionment among Palestinians.

Amidst this backdrop, the question of the right of return remains a contentious issue. The international community, including the United Nations, has repeatedly called for the implementation of international law and the respect for Palestinian rights.

The Israeli occupation has also had significant economic consequences, with the Palestinian economy suffering from a lack of access to resources and markets. This has led to widespread poverty and unemployment, exacerbating the already dire humanitarian situation.

In recent years, there has been an increase in the use of military force by Israeli troops, leading to the displacement of thousands of Palestinians. This has further fueled tensions and increased the risk of violence.

The ongoing conflict has also had a profound impact on the Palestinian refugee community, with many residing in camps and informal settlements across the region.

In conclusion, the struggle for Palestinian rights, particularly the right to return, remains at the heart of the conflict. The international community must continue to uphold its commitments and support the Palestinian people in their quest for self-determination and the realization of their human rights.

America's crude policy: all set to backfire

By NICOLAS VON HOFFMANN

WASHINGTON (AP) — People shouldn't even go grocery shopping in a supermarket where they're hungry, and shouldn't even go to a library to borrow a book ...

Handicapped paper from disabled minds

By the Editor

Regarding an article in the Feb. 22 issue on the 25th of April, the 1. - a resident's assist...
Center's decor — bordello, rubbish

By Eugene Paul

It is in order to begin a review by stating that I missed the first Pastiche of Non-sequiturs. There was no Pastiche of Non-sequiturs last week, as far as I know. I was away on vacation, and I was not asked to do a Pastiche of Non-sequiturs when I returned. Williams' Non-sequiturs for the pastie, entitled "Pastiches," was a catalogue of devices designed to provide an appendix to the Potter's book on 20th-century literature. It is not clear what materials are included in the appendix, or what the work is supposed to be about. Should we note negative reviews or consider different depictions, or...
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The discs – Quateman to the Wild Tchoupitoulous

Editor’s note: Bill Quateman in his space, "The Wild Thang" concluded last week that the "Bill Quateman Magic" was back. That’s right. The disc was the better of the two.

If you’ve got a Bill Quateman Magic in your collection, you may be interested to know that Bill Quateman has decided not to come back. This decision was made by Bill Quateman himself. He told me, "I’ve been thinking about it for a while and I’ve decided it’s time to move on."

Bill Quateman explained that his decision was not a result of any personal problems, but rather a desire to focus on other projects. He mentioned that he had been working on a new album, "The Wild Tchoupitoulous," which he plans to release later this year.

Despite the departure of Bill Quateman, the wild and unpredictable world of music will continue to evolve. The Wild Tchoupitoulous may not be the same without Bill Quateman, but they are sure to keep us entertained with their unique style and sound.

The Wild Tchoupitoulous group consists of five members, each with their own distinct voice and style. They are known for their energetic performances and their ability to incorporate a variety of musical genres into their music. The band’s sound is a mix of rock, blues, and country, with a touch of New Orleans flair.

The Wild Tchoupitoulous have been gaining popularity in the music scene, and their recent album "The Wild Tchoupitoulous" has been well-received by critics and fans alike. The album features a mix of upbeat and slow-paced songs, with lyrics that explore themes of love, freedom, and the joy of living.

In addition to their music, the Wild Tchoupitoulous are also known for their engaging live performances. They have been invited to perform at a variety of venues, including festivals and private events.

If you missed out on the Bill Quateman Magic, don’t worry. The Wild Tchoupitoulous are sure to keep you entertained with their music and their unique style.
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**A lesson in respect for some basketball fans**

**Scoring**

**With**

**Tolan**

There's a healthy side to going to basketball games that many people don't seem to take a large enough portion of their mind to consider.

The Iowa men's basketball team lost the ball to Northwestern in the final game of the regular season. This was not a surprise to many fans, as the Hawkeyes were outplayed in every aspect of the game. The game was held at the University of Iowa's Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Sunday, March 15, 1987.

The Hawkeyes were leading the game for most of the first half, but the Wildcats took over in the second half and never looked back. Iowa's struggles were evident throughout the game, as they were unable to make shots from the floor and committed numerous turnovers.

The Hawkeyes, on the other hand, had a strong performance in the first half, but they faltered in the second half and were unable to keep up with Northwestern's impressive play.

Despite the loss, the Hawkeyes had a great season and can look forward to next year with high hopes. The team has already shown signs of improvement, and with more practice and experience, they should be able to compete at a higher level in the future.

---

**The DAILY IOWAN**

**Sports**

**Students lost in winter Rec Building shuffle**

BY BILL JOHNSON

Intercollegiate sports, which use the Recreation Building for practices, weekly and weekend activities, are suffering because of the shuffle. Students have been forced to wait in long lines to use the Rec Building, which is now occupied by the Winter Student Athletic Fee (WSAF) office.

The shuffle began when the Recreation Building was closed for renovations in December. The building was reopened on January 5, but the shuffle continues.

The Recreation Building is used for practices, weekly and weekend activities, and as a study area. The building is now occupied by the WSAF office, which is responsible for collecting fees for winter sports.

Although the shuffle may be annoying to some students, it is necessary to ensure that the winter sports program is properly funded.

---

**ISU coach hires help to study assault charge**

AMES, Iowa (1977) — Iowa State University, the school that is about to shoot for the national championship in women's basketball, has hired two new coaches to help study an assault charge.

The school announced today that it has hired two new coaches to help study an assault charge in the wake of a recent incident involving a school employee.
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